The "engineer-involving" portion of the State examination leading to registration as a professional engineer will be held November 16 at Illinois Tech.

**NSA scuttled; six finalists chosen**

**Large majority defeats affiliation**

Illinois Tech had a heavy turnout of votes Wednesday and Thursday for an "off-year" election. Approximately 45 percent of the eligible voters from the south side campus and the Institute of Design turned out to give their opinions of the proposed amendments to the ITSA constitution and the Infringement games. The tally showed that of the approximately 1,500 votes cast, almost two-thirds voted against the proposal that Illinois Tech affiliate with the National Student Association. The unreported final count early that day was around 38 percent for and 62 percent against the amendment. About 800 votes were invalid. At the election of Dennis, 120 ballots were cast by a student body of almost 400.

**ACSA asks for McKinley House help**

In a letter distributed to all campus organizations yesterday, the Advisory Committee on Student Activities announced next Friday as the deadline for all organizations requests. The committee asks to submit the name, office, address, and telephone number of each officer in the group, as well as a complete list of members. Reports are to be turned in to either the ACSA mailbox or the ITSA office. Failure to comply will result in disciplinary action by ITSA. At a meeting told last week the ACSA formed a committee to work with the Ad A.M. McKinley community house. The committee will act as a coordinating body to organize the work of student volunteers at the house. With Frank Bressler as chairman and the administrative committee in charge, the committee intends to meet up to a regular schedule of assignments and have some students who will help the community house carry out its program of aid to the neighborhood.

**Purple Sage riders billed for rock hop**

The "Turkey Trot," a figure eight planned for the junior class Saturday evening, will be billed at 8:30, and the first 150 students who can afford the "rock hop" dance, which will be held in the gym, will be allowed to use the gym for the junior class. The dance will open at 8:30. An additional attraction will be the dance. This is open to the whole junior class, and the tickets will be sold at $1.25 in advance, $1.50 at the door. Tickets may be obtained at the Student Union office or at the junior class officers, the dance will be held in the gym. A good supply of women will be important, and the invitations have been sent to the local hospital.

**Finland Tech chorus guests of Illinois Tech**

The Polytech chorus of Finland will be the guests of Illinois Tech Friday afternoon, November 10. The sixth voice choir will be in Chicago to present a concert at Orchestra Hall Saturday evening, November 12. Speaker of the Tampere concert is the Sibelius Music Center of Finland.

While visiting on campus they will be taken on a tour of the school and given a chance to meet the students. A car may also be given in their honor. The chorus may also be able to give an informal performance of their concerts, or other appropriate feature, at the concert will be given.

The chorus, founded in 1904 at the Finland Institute of Technology, is under the conduct of Otto Runne since 1932. It has become famous in the Scandinavian countries for its ability, and to the United States to establish this form. The music of their country's outstanding composers has been included in the repertoire, including music by Sibelius, Pärtinen, Malmberg, and others.

**To be distributed**

In the near future, this pamphlet will tell full student organizations, and publicity directors what is and what isn't news. The pamphlet, entitled "for Potholes," was prepared by Harriet Offordi of the Public Relations department of Illinois Tech.

---

**Room Service will feature icepesc in three-day run**

Ipecac has never been popular in the Illinois Tech community, but it has become even less popular after a recent incident involving a student who consumed too much of the drug. The student, who is currently in the hospital, stated that he had taken the drug as a "quick fix" to deal with his problems. However, the effects of the drug were far from what he had expected, and he is now in serious condition.

**Science and Religion topic at LSA meet**

Professor Arnold G. Meister of the physics department will be guest speaker for the Lutheran Students' Association meeting Tuesday, at 8:30 in the executive conference room.

The program will be "Science and Religion," and the speaker will discuss the relationship between the two subjects.

**8th termers: check-off by November 10**

Students who expect to graduate in January must clear all deficiencies by next Friday, except for those who are currently enrolled. If you are not registered, you are required to have your work checked off by your adviser at least two weeks before graduation. This deadline is Friday, November 10.

---

**HERES ONE INSTANCE where "Icepesc" did its job.Obj. 1: Bob. Obj. 2: Sam. Obj. 3: left, and Ralph.**

---
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Seniors: hear this

To the Editor:

Since early this summer the Integral staff has put forth a concerted effort to inform the seniors of the procedure for having their graduation pictures taken. Not only personal letters, but also advertising in Technology News was employed. Finally, after these efforts bore fruit, the Integral staff placed a schedule of senior photos on campus to make it more convenient for the seniors concerned. Accordingly, the schedules were set up and an article in Technology News was again employed. As of Tuesday only 35 seniors had arrived themselves of this service.

It seems rather foolish to buy or support a senior yearbook if only 25 per cent of the seniors appear in that yearbook. With the deadlines for senior portraits only a month away, there are going to be quite a few seniors who will come to us and demand that we put their pictures in the book.

We would like to go on record now that any photos not taken before December 15 will NOT appear in the yearbook. If you want your picture in the book you still have time to sign up for your photo on the second floor of SL in front of the ITSA office. Let’s not wait until it is too late.

Don Cumming, Editor
Dan Gifford, Photo Editor

Technology News

Microelectronics Research Center plans to offer advanced courses in microelectronics. The first course will be offered in January and will cover the fundamentals of microelectronics. A second course will be offered in March and will cover more advanced topics. The courses will be taught by Dr. John Smith and Dr. Jane Doe.

Editor-in-Chief: JOHN SCHELL
Assistant Editor: JIM BASS
News Editor: DON CARLISLE
Pictures Editor: ALAN PLANT
Features Editor: RALPH STEWART

EE's life labman

Stories are often more than the campus, these are some of the people and places that make our school what it is. From the campus to the student body and back, we strive to bring you the best news possible.

JACK SCHMIDT: The man behind the lab

JACK SCHMIDT, 21, is a senior electrical engineering major at Illinois Institute of Technology. He has been a member of the lab staff for three years and has been involved in various projects, including the design and construction of an electric motor.

Whitehall's new lab

Whitehall's new lab is a state-of-the-art facility that will be used for the design and testing of new products. The lab is equipped with the latest technology and is staffed by experienced engineers.

One Man Tells Another...

If you want your yearbook really comfortable, try Arrow shirts. Arrow shorts have no binding center seam, and are generously cut. Form-Fitting Arrow "Guards" and Arrow "Guardian" shirts are made of fine quality cotton yarn. See your Arrow dealer.

ARROW SHORTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR & SWEATSHIRTS & SPORTS SHIRTS

Lyttoun's
Henry C. Lyttoun's
FOR ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES

November 3, 1956

WE don't want to say anything, but...

The following letter was printed in "The Mailbox," a column in the Daily Tar Heel. Editor: Why not begin the new quarter right with a solemn resolution to somehow fill the pages of the Daily Tar Heel without recourse to the ubiquitous words "apathy" and "laziness." All student newspapers write daily of the failure of some campus social function, some rooting section, or some voting procedure, invariably attributing the failure to those terrifying attitudes, "apathy" and "laziness.

Face the facts! Students will support what they are interested in and will not support those things in which they are not.

In a heterogeneous student body such as Carolina, let's be content to leave politics for the politicians, dances for the dancers, sports for the sports, without being faced each morning with headline statements bearing upon us our unforseeable ignorance.

Apathetically yours,
Name withheld by request.
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JACK BERRYMAN, LAB ASSISTANT in the EE department, feeds the practice boards which he has been working on. Every afternoon about 100 students make sure that Jack doesn't run out of work.

**EE's lucky with labman Berryman**

By Dave Hirsch

Stories are often times written about prominent men about the campus, those activity ridden fellows with high scholastic standings who make names for themselves here at school. How about those other guys (comprising the majority of the student body) who though not supermen by nature nevertheless contribute much toward making the school function efficiently.

Kentucky-bred Jack Berryman is one of those fellows. The better part of his day is spent on campus, as an EE student in the evening Division, and as an electronics laboratory technician during the day. Jack has been with the EE electronics department for more than three years.

Prior to his work at IIT, Jack spent three years in the United States Navy as a radioman on a PT boat. He is well acquainted with such garden spots as Newport News, New Britain, and Bilk. Before joining the Navy, Berryman, who is 22 years old and single, worked as an electronics technician in Greenville, Kentucky, coal mining company specializing in power line and substation work.

Jack is a "dirty hands" engineer, combining experience, common sense, and mechanical ability in the performance of his job. He is in charge of the electronics laboratory, stocks, and provides the students with apparatus which operates with high degrees of efficiency, thereby minimizing the necessity on the part of the student to apply the well-known "labor" factor to experimental calculations. Much of the apparatus used in the laboratory was built or rebuilt by Jack under the supervision of the instructors.

**ID shows work in graphic arts**

An unusual exhibition of particular interest to persons in advertising and graphic arts will be held November 1 through 24 at the Institute of Design of Illinois Tech. The exhibit will feature the works of Hans H. Schleger, professor at the Institute. Schleger is widely known in Europe by the pseudonym, Zero. He has gained international prominence for his design of trade posters, and was a leader in the movement to introduce contemporary forms of expression to design, publishing, and typography.

His works in the field of design have been exhibited in Paris, Vienna, Prague, Amsterdam, and the Museum of Modern Art in New York. In 1949 the American Institute of Graphic Arts exhibited his works.

**AVIATION CADETS**

**Get On Top**

**Stay On Top!**

**WITH A YEAR OF THE WORLD'S FINEST AVIATION TRAINING IN THE U.S. AIR FORCE**

Yes, it takes a full year's training as an Aviation Cadet to earn your commission as an officer and pilot in the U.S. Air Force. But that commission is worth its weight in gold.

And when you strut those wings and bars for the first time you can be sure that you've had the finest instructors and training equipment that any flying man ever had... that you are ready and able to carry out any mission assigned.

For the Air Force believes a good pilot is just one of the qualities necessary... you must make a good officer as well, capable of commanding the respect of superiors and subordinates alike... capable of assuming and discharging the responsibilities of your office... capable of being an officer of the U.S. Air Force.

So...

**SYRELLA IT!**

**NEEDLE IT!**

**CROWD THE MACH!**

In jet-pilot language that means... GET GOING AND GET GOING FAST! Your take-off point is the Aviation Cadet Selection Team which will soon visit your own college campus. See if you can qualify. If you can... you're on the way up to the top. First stop... aviation cadet training school. First pay... $105 a month for one year with all clothing, food, medical and dental care provided free. First commission... 2nd Lt. in the U.S. Air Force Reserve. Beginning salary close to $5,000 a year. You've got a top job and with your training and experience you'll stay on top.

Get on Top...Stay on Top... with the U.S. Air Force

**Your U.S. Air Force Selection Team will be here!**

**Friday, Nov. 3rd**

**MC Conference Room**

**9-5**

**U.S. AIR FORCE**

**Main Street 8469**

**Hue Sai Gai**

**IU 1582**
Campus wheel

Bubley finds wife, studies, activities yield results

By Stan Weismann

If you happen to visit a European town with a name like a certain Tech student, write back and tell him what it looks like. The man is Henry "Bub" Bubley, ME, and the town is Bubley, 11 hectares. The town was named after Bub's grandfather and had a thriving population of about 5,000 in 1930. "Monsieur Geometric" Hank was born at 4023 Minnetonka Rd., near the town. For 16 years he enjoyed the Minnehaha Range, but after years of travel to the region with the superheroes, he decided to settle down.

Bubley has been a member of the basketball team for two years, and was captain in 1950. After a month in hospital, he decided to stop playing basketball. He has been married to a very pretty wife, and has a son, Jack, who is a freshman at Tech.

New council for religious clubs formed

The growing interest in religion on campus is demonstrated by the large number of students attending meetings, discussions, and social affairs of the religious organizations. Under the leadership of Dean Drakes and the student chaplain, Reverend Pickard, a religious council, comprising all religious groups, was formed on campus. ITSA has approved the constitution adopted by the Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, Jewish club, Lutheran Student Association, Newman club, and Westminster Foundation. The council has been given the right to elect officers. The purpose of the council is to coordinate the activities of the religious organizations on the campus in order to promote a mutual understanding and cooperation among religious groups.

Skit sought for JW Rough Castings show

Rough Castings is interested in contacting anyone on campus who may know of a musical comedy show which can be adapted to the talents of this all-male group. The group is in the process of picking out a show to present to the campus during Junior Week next spring.

Pekin Cleaners

3257 S. State St.
J UST A CROS S T H E C A M PUS

FINER DRY CLEANING
and FINISHING
SPECIAL 20% DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS AND STAFF

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
LADIES' DRESSES
44¢
PLAIN EXPERTLY CLEANED & FINISHED HANDLING

SPECIAL 3-HOUR
SERVICE IF DESIRED
MEN'S FELT HATS
CLEANED & BLOCKED 69¢

Pekin Cleaners
3257 S. State St.
J UST A CROS S T H E C A M PUS

Pekin Cleaners

Be Happy—Go Lucky!

Enjoy your cigarette! Enjoy truly fine tobacco that combines both perfect mildness and rich taste in one great cigarette - Lucky Strike!

Perfect mildness! Yes! Scientific tests, confirmed by three independent controlling laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder than any other popular brand. Rich taste? Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.

Only true tobacco gives you both real mildness and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky!

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike
Means Fine Tobacco

Cigarettes

The "Bub, Bob Boys and Sydney Jones" Passes a "Seaside" Knowledge — For second time to college —
by Malcolm Muller

Syracuse University
The news this week has been dominated by the tragic shooting at the University of Illinois. The campus was locked down as authorities searched for the suspect. Students and faculty were advised to stay inside and avoid windows.

Mr. William Reynolds of the university's police department said he was surprised by the quick response of the campus community. "It's amazing how everyone came together," he said. "People were offering to help and support each other." The university is currently working on a plan to improve security on campus.

In other news, the Illinois Tech student newspaper has reported that the university is planning to open a new library in the fall. The library will be located in the old engineering building and will feature a state-of-the-art technology suite.

The Illinois Tech student government is also planning to hold a series of forums on mental health this semester. "We want to make sure our students know they're not alone," said the student government president. "We have resources available to help them deal with stress and anxiety."
Barbara leads U of T matmen to fame

ByRon Watson

The dynamic coach of the Tech wrestling team, Tony Barbara, is a fine example of a sportsman—both as an athlete and a man.

Starting his career at Tilden Tech, Barbara won his first athletic fame in football and wrestling. In 1927 he was second in the Chicago public high school wrestling tour-

BARTO

Big Ten gridiron-and-groom football his last year, 1947. One of Tony’s teammates at Wisconsin was Clarence Stider, who was a Big Ten coach and another great football with the Chicago Cardinals.

For his ideals and exploits in
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By Lee Kolbas

This week’s contest was the first in three years that three contestants were able to pick a perfect card. Since most of the games went according to schedule it wasn’t too difficult to pick a good card. Leading the list of perfect entries was William Johnstone, fifth term EK, who was only eight points off as Mississippi overcome Texas Christian and Colorado fought Michigan in a standstill in the only tie game of the card. For his winning effort Johnstone will receive a one year subscription to Sports magazine.

Second place prize of a bill to the Integral Ball, to be held tomorrow night at the Sherman Hotel, went to John Koritzert, a graduate student in the Institute of Gas Technology. He was 10 points wrong in his estimate of the scores.

Taking some cartoons of Chesterfield were Al Barzetti, who also chose ten out of ten but was 21 points off in guessing the score; Al Barzetti, who picked nine games right; and Larry Stouffer, who also picked nine games correctly.

This week’s card of games we find River playing Arkansas in a top Southeastern conference game. Also in the Southwest the mighty Texas Longhorns battle Bryan Texas should win this game easily unless they have a big letdown after playing Southern Methodist tomorrow.

Illinois, trying for its second trip to the Rose Bowl, challenges Iowa, which was unceremoniously last week by the biggest offensive display seen in the Big Ten in years when Ohio State, defending conference champions scored 12 points to Iowa’s 11. Even with this loss, Iowa can still be counted on to give the Fighting Illini a tough time.

In the stadium at Ann Arbor, Michigan meets the Huskies from Indiana. Both teams have shown promise of power in the past, but both are showing definite weaknesses. With two of the top passers in the conference, Chuck Orman and Lou Fletcher, the air should be alive with touchdowns next Saturday afternoon.

Michigan, which surprised everyone when they held Michigan in a tie, will try to best another team from the state of Michigan as they meet with Michigan State, which is proving to be one of the best teams in the country. Last week against Notre Dame, the Spartans showed one of the most diversified offenses seen this year as they operated from the single wing and the T.

In the other games in the Big Ten, Northwestern will try to keep its hopes for a conference championship alive as it battles with Purdue, who has yet to best any team besides Notre Dame. Ohio State, which is definitely picked as the team to beat in the Big Ten this year, plays hard in Wisconsin and will try to add another win to its string.

In the top intersection game Navy plays the Green Wave from Tulane in Baltimore. Pittsburgh will also try to pull an upset at Notre Dame in Southland.

Down in the Southwest again we find Southern Methodist challenging the mighty on the Texas Aggies. Let’s see if you can be one of the lucky ones that come up with a perfect card and walk away with one of the primes offered.

**Rifle team opens new season**

The Illinois Tech rifle team began their year’s activities this week with three pistol matches.

Heading the list of opponents is Rutgers university. Rutgers was the team that beat the Tech Owls by three points last year in the match that our squad set a new record of 1013 points out of a possible 1000. The other two schools are Harvard university and the Lawrence Institute of Technology. Neither team has given Tech much trouble in the past and with eight of the ten team members returning, neither is expected to give much this season.

These pistol matches consist of three positions: prone, kneeling, and standing. A shooter may at

---

**3 perfect cards win "Prophets"**

**PHILIP MORRIS challenges any other leading brand to suggest this test**

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF SMOKERS, who tried this test, report in signed statements that PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

**Light up a PHILIP MORRIS and put the smoke come through your nose. Easy, isn’t it? And now...**

---

**NO CIGARETTE HABITS mean MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!**

**CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS!**

---

**NO CIGARETTE HABITS mean MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!**

**CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS!**
CB lab victim of .38 slug thru window

Wednesday night at 8 p.m., an attempt was made to show up the side beam when someone decided he didn't like chemical research and took a shot at the lab in the northeast corner of the chemistry building. Although a man in the lab missed six or seven heartbeats, there was no more damage than a beautiful pattern etched into the glass of one of the windows.

The shot, either a .28 or .45 caliber, was later determined to come from a .38 automatic.

Footnote: 1

Slipstick No. 4

First Wife: "My husband is a gentlemen. He never walks into the room when I'm unexcepting."

Second Wife: "Neither does mine, he walks until I'm through."

Greatly agitated, a woman carrying an inland charged into a drug store:

"My baby has swallowed a bottle, she cried, "What shall I do?"

"Give him the contents of this bottle at once, said the druggist calmly. "And then be sure you don't point him at anyone!"

DANDRUFF DYNAMITE

Yes, dandruff is dynamite. It can result in the total destruction of your hair. If your scalp is itchy and scaling excessively, if your hair is thinning on the crown or receding at the forehead, you owe it to yourself to correct these "hair destroying" scalp disorders now, while you still have hair to save. Our many satisfied clients will tell you that baldness in this day and age is unnecessary.

Consultation is free and does not obligate you in any way.

Bring in this ad for a special college rate (expires Saturday, November 30th).

Start today to save the only head of hair you'll ever have.

Brooks & Associates
HAIR AND SCALP SPECIALISTS

LOPP OFFICE
209 W. STATE ST.
Suite 216
HA 7-3842

WEST SIDE OFFICE
1 N. PULASKI RD.
Suite 206
SA 2-3303

Hours: Daily 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.—Sun. 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Best Wishes
for a fine time
at the
Integral Ball
H.S.

"EASIEST TEST IN THE BOOK"

Everybody's doing it—

OPEN 'EM
SMELL 'EM
SMOKE 'EM

MARY ANN MARY ANN
WURLD WURLD

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM
you can tell Chesterfield's will smoke milder,
because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM
you have no unpleasant after-taste.

WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM
you get more pleasure than any other cigarette can give you—that's why millions of smokers say THEY SATISFY.